Call for Book Proposals: Social Fictions Series

Sense Publishers

Looking for books written entirely in literary forms (short story collections, plays, novels) but informed by teaching/research experiences (for use as supplemental reading in college courses). For info on submitting a proposal please contact series editor Patricia Leavy at pleavy7@aol.com.

https://www.sensepublishers.com/catalogs/bookseries/social-fictions-series/

About the Social Fictions Series

The Social Fictions series emerges out of the arts-based research movement. The series includes full-length fiction books that are informed by social research but written in a literary/artistic form (novels, plays, and short story collections). Believing there is much to learn through fiction, the series only includes works written entirely in the literary medium adapted. Each book includes an academic introduction that explains the research and teaching that informs the book as well as how the book can be used in college courses. The books are underscored with social science or other scholarly perspectives and intended to be relevant to the lives of college students—to tap into important issues in the unique ways that artistic or literary forms can. Please email queries to pleavy7@aol.com

Series Editor:

Patricia Leavy, PhD, USA

International Editorial Advisory Board:

Carl Bagley, University of Durham, UK

Anna Banks, University of Idaho, USA

Carolyn Ellis, University of South Florida, USA

Rita Irwin, University of British Columbia, Canada

J. Gary Knowles, University of Toronto, Canada

Laurel Richardson, The Ohio State University (Emeritus), USA